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Featured Application: High-power light sources, terahertz generation, thulium-doped fiber laser,
pump power sources.
Abstract: In this paper, a double-clad Er/Yb fiber laser with self-Q-switched and continuous wave
operation depending on the pump power range is experimentally demonstrated. The linear cavity is
formed on one side by a pair of cascaded tunable fiber Bragg gratings used for the selection and tuning
of the generated laser lines. On the opposite side, a fiber optical loop mirror with high birefringence
fiber in the loop is used to adjust the intra-cavity losses to obtain dual-wavelength emission by
temperature changes on the fiber loop. Continuous wave dual-wavelength laser operation is obtained
for tunable separation of the generated laser lines in a range from 1 to 7 nm, maximum output power
of 3.6 W with a pump power of 10 W and laser wavelengths linewidth of ~0.2 nm. Self-Q-switched
laser pulses are obtained with low pump power in a range from 322 to 890 mW. Q-switched pulses
with minimum pulse duration of ~1.5 µs and maximum pulse energy of ~3.5 µJ are obtained.
Keywords: fiber lasers; Q-switched lasers; fiber Bragg gratings; Er/Yb double-clad fibers; fiber
optical loop mirror

1. Introduction
Fiber lasers have been of increasing interest because of their reliability, low-cost and performance
efficiency. In the 1.55 µm wavelength range, fiber lasers have been extensively studied due to their
advantages of relatively “eye safe” operation and good free-space and fiber guided transmission with
low losses. These advantages make them attractive to develop high power fiber lasers for applications
in industrial manufacturing, medical surgery, optical communications and light detection and ranging
(LIDAR).
Fiber lasers based on Erbium doped fiber (EDF) have been widely investigated [1–3]. EDF exhibits
efficient laser emission with excellent beam quality in single-mode laser systems. However, the low
single-mode pump power provided by laser diode sources with core-pumping techniques, limits the
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output power of the laser emission when single-clad fibers are used [4,5]. The advent of double-clad
fibers (DCF) allowed the development of reliable high-power fiber lasers with single-mode emission
without the use of a single-mode pump source. By using cladding-pumping technique it is feasible to
achieve power scaling of rare-earth doped fiber lasers with a multi-mode pump source [6]. Therefore,
has been demonstrated that DCF-based lasers can provide emission with high efficiency, good beam
quality and heat dissipation at high output power performance [7–9]. The aforementioned advantages
make DCF-based cladding pumped fiber lasers attractive to replace bulk solid-state lasers for high
power applications. Particularly, Er/Yb DCFs (EYDCF) have been attractive for high power fiber
lasers operating in the 1.55 µm wavelength range [4,5,7,10]. In a EYDCF-based laser, the pumping
absorption of erbium ions is significantly improved due to the wide cross section area of ytterbium
ions and non-radiative energy transference between erbium and ytterbium ions [11]. With the use
of an EYDCF as gain medium, the erbium broad emission bandwidth can provide high gain over an
extended wavelength range in the 1.55 µm region which makes EYDCF-based fiber lasers attractive
for the design of high-power tunable sources.
In EDF lasers at low pump power, the complete population inversion is not maintained over
the entire length of the fiber. Then, the gain medium acts as a saturable absorber. The EYDCF core
is highly co-doped with ytterbium to improve pump absorption and reduce ion pairs formation
but not eliminated [10]. The erbium ion pairs excitation causes a ground state depletion resulting
in laser pulsations at relaxation frequency of population inversion. The increase of pump power
level replenishes the population inversion at a faster rate, then, the frequency of the SQS pulses is
increased. This pulsing has typical shapes and characteristics of passive Q-switched pulses. Therefore,
the technique to obtain these pulses is usually called self-Q-switching (SQS). Different approaches of
SQS fiber laser have been reported [12–14].
On the other hand, efficient operation of tunable fiber lasers can be achieved by using fiber Bragg
gratings (FBG) as wavelength spectral filters. The central wavelength of the FBG can be displaced by
temperature or mechanical strain application [15,16]. Then, FBGs are reliable devices for wavelength
tuning of the generated laser lines of fiber lasers [17–19].
Continuous wave (CW) tunable dual-wavelength fiber lasers with high-efficiency have been
of persistent interest for design of pump sources for 2 µm laser emission, nonlinear effect research,
free-space instrumentation and sensing, LIDAR and terahertz generation. However, rare-earth doped
fibers are homogeneous gain media at room temperature resulting in a strong competition between the
two generated laser lines that leads to unstable laser generation. Stable dual-wavelength laser emission
can be obtained through an adjustment of intra-cavity losses. From previous investigations regarding
dual-wavelength fiber lasers, the use of a fiber optical loop mirror (FOLM) with a high-birefringence
(Hi-Bi) fiber loop has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated as a trustworthy method
for intra-cavity losses adjustment. The method is based in the wavelength displacement of the Hi-Bi
FOLM periodical spectrum by applying temperature variations on the Hi-Bi fiber loop to finely balance
the losses at the two simultaneously generated wavelengths [20]. In this regard, a stable high-efficiency
dual-wavelength fiber laser operating in the 1.55 µm waveband can be an attractive light source for
different research areas.
In this paper, we report a high-efficiency dual-wavelength laser emission of a linear cavity EYDCF
laser with SQS and CW operation depending on the pump power range. SQS operation is observed
with low pump power in a range from 322 to 890 mW. Pulses with minimum pulse duration of ~1.5 µs
and maximum pulse energy of ~3.5 µJ are obtained with the maximal pump power for SQS regime.
With pump power up to 890 mW, stable CW laser operation is achieved. Tunable dual-wavelength
laser emission with maximum separation of 7 nm is obtained by using a pair of tunable FBGs for laser
wavelengths selection. The intra-cavity losses adjustment to achieve dual-wavelength laser emission
with equal powers is obtained by applying temperature variations on the fiber loop of the Hi-Bi FOLM.
Slope efficiency of 36.3% and maximal output power of 3.6 W with dual-wavelength laser lines spectral
linewidth of ~0.2 nm is experimentally obtained.
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2. Experimental Setup
2. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the proposed fiber laser experimental setup. The linear cavity is formed by two
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Figure 1. Experimental setup of the tunable dual-wavelength Er/Yb double-clad fiber (EYDCF) laser.
Figure 1. Experimental setup of the tunable dual-wavelength Er/Yb double-clad fiber (EYDCF) laser.

3. Experimental Results and Discussion
3. Experimental Results and Discussion
The Hi-Bi FOLM output reflection/transmission exhibits sinusoidal spectrum which depends of
The Hi-Bi FOLM output reflection/transmission exhibits sinusoidal spectrum which depends
the input wavelength. With the Hi-Bi fiber characteristics, the calculated wavelength period is 11.2
of the input wavelength. With the Hi-Bi fiber characteristics, the calculated wavelength period is
nm [20]. Figure 2 shows the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum measured using the EYDCF
11.2 nm [20]. Figure 2 shows the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum measured using the EYDCF
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) input signal at the pump power below the lasing threshold of
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) input signal at the pump power below the lasing threshold of
322 mW. The measurements were obtained at the Output 2 with the OSA. The Hi-Bi FOLM
322 mW. The measurements were obtained at the Output 2 with the OSA. The Hi-Bi FOLM transmission
transmission spectrum was obtained in a wavelength range from 1540 to 1570
nm at 22.87 °C of
spectrum was obtained in a wavelength range from 1540 to 1570 nm at 22.87 ◦ C of Hi-Bi fiber loop
Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature. By adjusting the rotation stages, the Hi-Bi FOLM was set for maximum
temperature. By adjusting the rotation stages, the Hi-Bi FOLM was set for maximum contrast between
contrast between maximum and minimum transmission. As it can be observed, the measured Hi-Bi
maximum and minimum transmission. As it can be observed, the measured Hi-Bi FOLM transmission
FOLM transmission spectrum wavelength period is of ~11.13 nm for the wavelength period in which
spectrum wavelength period is of ~11.13 nm for the wavelength period in which laser emission is
laser emission is expected because of the TFBGs central wavelengths. The output signal ratio
expected because of the TFBGs central wavelengths. The output signal ratio between the Hi-Bi FOLM
between the Hi-Bi FOLM reflection values at the two TFBG wavelengths varies with the tuned
reflection values at the two TFBG wavelengths varies with the tuned wavelengths by the TFBGs.
wavelengths by the TFBGs. Then, a proper wavelength displacement of the Hi-Bi FOLM spectrum
Then, a proper wavelength displacement of the Hi-Bi FOLM spectrum by Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature
by Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature variations is performed to balance the internal cavity losses in order
to obtain dual wavelength laser operation with equal powers.
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Figure 3a shows the measured output spectra of dual-wavelength fiber laser operation for
Figure 3a shows the measured output spectra of dual-wavelength fiber laser operation for different
different separations of the generated laser wavelengths. The measurements were obtained at the
separations of the generated laser wavelengths. The measurements were obtained at the output 2
output 2 with the OSA with pump power of 2 W. As it can be observed, dual-wavelength laser
with the OSA with pump power of 2 W. As it can be observed, dual-wavelength laser operation is
operation is achieved with maximum wavelengths separation of 7 nm. Initially, TFBG1 and TFBG2
achieved with maximum wavelengths separation of 7 nm. Initially, TFBG1 and TFBG2 were tuned
were tuned at 1546 and 1547 nm, respectively, in order to obtain a separation between the generated
at 1546 and 1547 nm, respectively, in order to obtain a separation between the generated laser lines
laser lines of 1 nm. Wavelength tuning interval of 0.5 nm s applied to both TFBGs (toward longer
of 1 nm. Wavelength tuning interval of 0.5 nm s applied to both TFBGs (toward longer wavelengths
wavelengths for FBG1 and toward shorter wavelengths for FBG2) each measurement in order to
for FBG1 and toward shorter wavelengths for FBG2) each measurement in order to increase the
increase the wavelengths separation for 1 nm until reaching a maximal separation of 7 nm. The full
wavelengths separation for 1 nm until reaching a maximal separation of 7 nm. The full width at half
width at half maximum (FWHM) spectral bandwidth of the generated laser lines is of ~0.2 nm. The
maximum (FWHM) spectral bandwidth of the generated laser lines is of ~0.2 nm. The temperature of
temperature of the Hi-Bi fiber loop required for dual-wavelength operation with equal output
the Hi-Bi fiber loop required for dual-wavelength operation with equal output powers, adjusted for
powers, adjusted for each wavelength tuning, is also shown. Figure 3b shows the output spectrum
each wavelength tuning, is also shown. Figure 3b shows the output spectrum for dual-wavelength
for dual-wavelength laser generation with equal pump powers in logarithmic scale. The
laser generation with equal pump powers in logarithmic scale. The measurement was obtained for the
measurement was obtained for the case of wavelengths separation of 5 nm were the required Hi-Bi
case of wavelengths separation of 5 nm were the required Hi-Bi fiber temperature for the intra-cavity
fiber temperature for the intra-cavity losses adjustment is of 21.56 °C. As it can be observed, the
losses adjustment is of 21.56 ◦ C. As it can be observed, the amplitude of both generated laser lines is
amplitude of both generated laser lines is determined by the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum
determined by the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum gain. The 3-dB linewidth of both laser lines
gain. The 3-dB linewidth of both laser lines is of ~0.19 nm. Dual-wavelength operation with equal
is of ~0.19 nm. Dual-wavelength operation with equal output powers is achieved by adjusting the
output powers is achieved by adjusting the intra-cavity losses for both generated laser lines with
intra-cavity losses for both generated laser lines with temperature variation on the FOLM Hi-Bi fiber
temperature variation on the FOLM Hi-Bi fiber loop for each wavelength tuning.
loop for each wavelength tuning.
Figure 4 shows the FOLM Hi-Bi loop temperature adjustment required to achieve dual
Figure 4 shows the FOLM Hi-Bi loop temperature adjustment required to achieve dual wavelength
wavelength operation with equal output powers for different wavelengths separations (Δλ) from
operation with equal output powers for different wavelengths separations (∆λ) from experimental
experimental results obtained in Figure 3. As it is shown, dual-wavelength laser operation with
results obtained in Figure 3. As it is shown, dual-wavelength laser operation with equal output powers
equal output powers is obtained at temperatures of 23.50 and 21.56 °C of the Hi-Bi fiber loop for the
is obtained at temperatures of 23.50 and 21.56 ◦ C of the Hi-Bi fiber loop for the minimal separation of 1
minimal separation of 1 nm and the maximal separation of 7 nm, respectively. As it can be observed,
nm and the maximal separation of 7 nm, respectively. As it can be observed, the Hi-Bi loop temperature
the Hi-Bi loop temperature required to obtain dual-wavelength operation decreases with the
required to obtain dual-wavelength operation decreases with the increase of the tuned wavelengths
increase of the tuned wavelengths separation. By decreasing the temperature of the Hi-Bi fiber loop,
separation. By decreasing the temperature of the Hi-Bi fiber loop, the modulation spectrum of
the modulation spectrum of the FOLM shifts toward longer wavelengths. Then, the obtained results
the FOLM shifts toward longer wavelengths. Then, the obtained results show a dual-wavelength
show a dual-wavelength laser emission with preference to generate the shorter laser wavelength
laser emission with preference to generate the shorter laser wavelength which is balanced with a
which is balanced with a wavelength shift of the FOLM spectrum toward longer wavelength by
wavelength shift of the FOLM spectrum toward longer wavelength by decreasing the temperature of
decreasing the temperature of the Hi-Bi fiber loop [20]. As it is shown, the intra-cavity losses
the Hi-Bi fiber loop [20]. As it is shown, the intra-cavity losses adjustment is more pronounced for
adjustment is more pronounced for shorter wavelengths separations of the generated laser lines. The
intra-cavity losses adjustment is less significant for wavelengths separations of 5, 6 and 7 nm.
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1549 nm. Initially, the pump power was set to 322 mW, slightly above where laser emission is
1549 nm. Initially, the pump power was set to 322 mW, slightly above where laser emission is
reached and the Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature was adjusted for dual-wavelength laser operation with
reached and the Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature was adjusted for dual-wavelength laser operation with
equal output powers. With the pump power variation, equal output powers of the two
equal output powers. With the pump power variation, equal output powers of the two
simultaneously generated laser lines remain stable. Therefore, a Hi-Bi loop temperature change for
simultaneously generated laser lines remain stable. Therefore, a Hi-Bi loop temperature change for
intra-cavity losses adjustment as the pump power is varied is not required. The laser output power
intra-cavity losses adjustment as the pump power is varied is not required. The laser output power
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1549 nm. Initially, the pump power was set to 322 mW, slightly above where laser emission is reached
and the Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature was adjusted for dual-wavelength laser operation with equal
output powers. With the pump power variation, equal output powers of the two simultaneously
generated laser lines remain stable. Therefore, a Hi-Bi loop temperature change for intra-cavity losses
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Figure 6 shows the SQS pulses trains evolution as a function of the pump power. The
Figure 6 shows the SQS pulses trains evolution as a function of the pump power. The experimental
experimental results were performed with the required settings for the dual-wavelength laser
results were performed with the required settings for the dual-wavelength laser operation presented in
operation presented in Figure 5. The measurements were obtained over a pump power range from
Figure 5. The measurements were obtained over a pump power range from 322 mW to 1 W. The pulses
322 mW to 1 W. The pulses were detected with a photo-detector and observed with an oscilloscope
were detected with a photo-detector and observed with an oscilloscope at the output 2. In the SQS
at the output 2. In the SQS operation region of the laser, when low pump power level is applied, the
operation region of the laser, when low pump power level is applied, the weakly pumped section
weakly pumped section of the EYDCF is acting as saturable absorber due to the formation of erbium
of the EYDCF is acting as saturable absorber due to the formation of erbium ion pairs (on highly
ion pairs (on highly doped fibers, which is the case), regardless of the EYDCF length. With the
doped fibers, which is the case), regardless of the EYDCF length. With the increase of the pump
increase of the pump power, the population inversion is replenished to a faster rate contributing to
power, the population inversion is replenished to a faster rate contributing to generate high energy
generate high energy pulses at increased frequency due to the amplification of the relaxation
pulses at increased frequency due to the amplification of the relaxation oscillations at lower pump
oscillations at lower pump level, depending on the EYDCF length [21]. Therefore, laser pulse trains
level, depending on the EYDCF length [21]. Therefore, laser pulse trains with typical characteristics of
with typical characteristics of passive Q-switched pulses were detected in a range from 322 to 890
passive Q-switched pulses were detected in a range from 322 to 890 mW in which SQS laser operation
mW in which SQS laser operation is obtained. As it can be observed, the repetition rate of the SQS
is obtained. As it can be observed, the repetition rate of the SQS pulses increases as the pump power is
pulses increases as the pump power is increased. The obtained experimental results were used to
increased. The obtained experimental results were used to define the laser operation regions shown
define the laser operation regions shown in Figure 5. With a pump power of 1.1 W, CW laser
in Figure 5. With a pump power of 1.1 W, CW laser operation is obtained when the gain along the
operation is obtained when the gain along the EYDCF is more uniform reaching a level in which the
EYDCF is more uniform reaching a level in which the effects of saturable absorption and relaxation
effects of saturable absorption and relaxation oscillations are eliminated [21].
oscillations are eliminated [21].
Figure 7 shows experimental results of the SQS laser operation as a function of the pump
power. The measurements were obtained in the laser SQS region for dual wavelength laser
operation with pump power variations in a range from 322 to 890 mW. The dual-wavelength laser
generation was adjusted for the settings of the results obtained in Figure 5. Figure 7a shows the SQS
pulses repetition rate and the laser average power as a function of the pump power. In the SQS laser
operation range, an increase of the repetition rate and the average power is observed when the
pump power is increased. Maximal repetition rate of 71.8 kHz and average power of 249 mW are

Q-switched pulses. When the applied pump power increases, the pulse energy increases and the
pulse duration decreases. With the maximal pump power of 890 mW, the maximal pulse energy of
3.49 µJ and the minimal pulse duration of 1.5 µs were obtained. Figure 7c shows the estimated peak
power of the SQS pulses as a function of the pump power. As it can be observed, the peak power
increases
as the
pump power is increased. It is worth to note that high peak power pulses of around
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2.3 W are obtained in the pump power limit between SQS and CW operations of the EYDCF laser.
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Figure 7 shows experimental results of the SQS laser operation as a function of the pump power.
The measurements were obtained in the laser SQS region for dual wavelength laser operation with
pump power variations in a range from 322 to 890 mW. The dual-wavelength laser generation was
adjusted for the settings of the results obtained in Figure 5. Figure 7a shows the SQS pulses repetition
rate and the laser average power as a function of the pump power. In the SQS laser operation range,
an increase of the repetition rate and the average power is observed when the pump power is increased.
Maximal repetition rate of 71.8 kHz and average power of 249 mW are obtained with the maximum
pump power where SQS pulses are observed of 890 mW. With the increase of the pump power,
the repetition rate of SQS pulses increases to a limit in which the gain along the EYDCF is more
uniform leading to a reduction of the saturable absorption and suppressing SQS operation at high
pump. As a result, when a passive fiber with enough length to increase the photon lifetime in the
(a) added, the full repetition rate of the(b)
resonator is not
SQS operation of the laser is mainly(c)
determined
by the
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obtained pulses exhibit a typical behavior of passive Q-switched pulses. When the applied pump
power increases, the pulse energy increases and the pulse duration decreases. With the maximal pump
power of 890 mW, the maximal pulse energy of 3.49 µJ and the minimal pulse duration of 1.5 µs were
obtained. Figure 7c shows the estimated peak power of the SQS pulses as a function of the pump
power. As it can be observed, the peak power increases as the pump power is increased. It is worth to
note that high peak power pulses of around 2.3 W are obtained in the pump power limit between SQS
and CW operations of the EYDCF laser.
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4. Discussion
High-efficiency of all-fiber lasers can be reached by using FBGs for the selection and tuning of
the generated laser lines in single laser emission. However, in order to obtain equal output powers
of the simultaneously generated laser lines in dual-wavelength laser generation, the use of a method
to balance the intra-cavity losses is required. In this regard, from the experimental results the Hi-Bi
FOLM has been demonstrated as a reliable optical device for the fine intra-cavity losses adjustment.
The wavelength displacement of the Hi-Bi FOLM by temperature variations on the Hi-Bi fiber stands
for a straightforward and non-arbitrary method for the gain balancing of both generated laser lines
in dual-wavelength fiber lasers instead of polarization controllers which are commonly used for
this purpose.
On the other hand, from the obtained results it can be noticed that DCFs allow the increase the
output power in the development of single-mode fiber lasers by using cladding-pumping technique
with a multi-mode pump source. The use of DCFs in fiber lasers is an attractive option for replacement
of bulk solid-state lasers in order to reach high power laser emission. However, in case of all-fiber
lasers design, the high power provided is frequently restricted to the optical power handled by the
fiber elements which form the cavity. Moreover, although the high ytterbium co-doping in EYDCF
reduces the erbium ion pairs formation, the phenomenon occurs. As a consequence, SQS pulses are
present in EYDCF fiber lasers. Regardless of the EYDCF length, under low pump power conditions
the self-pulsations are determined by the relaxations oscillations. In addition, the EYDCF acts as
saturable absorber due to the weakly pumped section of the EYDCF. When pump power is increased,
the relaxation oscillations are amplified to a faster rate leading to the increase of pulses repetition rate,
which is typical characteristic of passively Q-switched lasers. As the pump power is increased, the
saturable absorption is reduced due to the increase of gain uniformity along the EYDCF, reaching a
limit in which CW laser operation is obtained. As a consequence, in case of the proposed configuration
when pump power is increased, the full repetition of the SQS laser operation depends on the EYDCF
length [21]. In order to avoid possible damages in fiber systems caused by high energy SQS pulses
generated at low pump power when a CW laser source is required or otherwise to establish possible
applications of the SQS laser source with a wide repetition rate, the existence of SQS pulses in
double-clad-fiber-based lasers has to be studied establishing operation limits, the conditions which
contribute to their generation and the mechanisms to suppress or increase their operation according
with the laser application.
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5. Conclusions
In this paper, SQS and CW operation of a linear cavity tunable dual-wavelength high-efficiency
fiber laser based in EYDCF has been experimentally demonstrated. The SQS pulses are observed
with low pump power application in a range from 322 to 890 mW. The observed SQS pulses exhibit
minimum pulse duration of ~1.5 µs and maximum pulse energy of ~3.5 µJ with the maximal pump
power for SQS operation of 890 mW. CW dual wavelength laser operation is achieved with application
of pump power bellow of 890 mW. Simultaneously generated laser lines with different wavelength
tuned separations were obtained in a range from 1 to 7 nm. A Hi-Bi FOLM was used to balance
the intra-cavity losses to obtain dual wavelength laser operation with equal powers by Hi-Bi loop
temperature variations in a range from 23.5 to 21.56 ◦ C for tuned wavelength separations from 1 to
7 nm, respectively. A high-efficiency laser emission of ~36.4% with maximal output power of 3.6 W
with a pump power of 10 W was achieved.
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